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fossil evidence incLeiteo that at that time the
euthenan or placental mamin'ils did not vet exist
The marsupials are the only naturally occurring
mammals in Australia (F33(S;) but since the isola
tion of the continent the group has given rise to
a large number of species verv similai in appear
ance to those which evo'ved elsewhere in the
world among the eutherian mammals .There
are marsupials which look hke wolves dogs cats
and squirrels yet thev have no close biological
relaaonshins to these animals Further some
marsupials such as the kangaroos have evolved
which, are unhke any other creatures in the re=.t
of the world. Quite clearly the isolation of
Australia so long ago has resulted in the evolution
of these distinct types 4. similar small scale
effect of isolation wa*> studied by Darwin in the
Galapagos islands where each has its own distinct
flora and fauna which differ also from those of the
S Amerean mainland
 3	4natomi/—The comparative study of the
development and mature structuie of the mam
malian body provides much evidence that all tae
species have evolved from a, single ancestral stock
Although the arm of an ape the leg of a dog the
flapper of a whale and the wing ot a bat appear
very different externally they are all built on the
same skeletal plan    It would be difficult to ex
plain such similarities unless they had all evolved
irom a common type    There is also evidence that
the early development of an animal recapitulates
its biological history to a certain extent     For
example   the Bill shta found in fish are formed
during the early stages in the development of e
mammal although later they disappear    Finally
apparently useless vestigial structures sometimes
occur which would be inexplicable unless re
garded in the light of an evolutionary history
In man a small appendix and vestiges of a third
eyelid occur but these are functionless although
in other animals such structures are well developed
and functional e g  the appendix in the rabbit
 4	Human Selection —During his brief history
on earth modern man has continually selected and
bred animals and plants for his own use    We
have only to look at the various breeds of dogs
which have been developed from a single wild type
to see that under certain circumstances great
structural divergence can occur in a species even
m a relatively short tune
The Darwinian Theory o£ Evolution —Darwin
amassed a great deal of information such as that
outlined above which convinced hfrn that evolu
tion of life had taken place over millions of years
His was the first real attempt to collect all the
evidence scientifically and no other satisfactory
alternative explanation of all the facts he pre-
sented haa been proposed. Perhaps even more
important was his attempt to explain how evolu
tion had actually occurred He published his
theory after many years of work in his book
The Ongin of Species fry Means of Natwral Selec-
tion m 1859 Some of his ideas have since been
modified owing to our increased knowledge of
genetics but they are so important that it is
worth while recounting the main points of his
theory
 1	The Struggle for Existence —It is clear that
m nature there is a severe struggle for existence m
all animals and plants    Over a period of tune the
number of individuals of a species in a given com
munity does not vary greatly    This implies that
the number of progeny which survive to become
mature breeding individuals more or less replaces
the number of mature ones that die.   Generally
speaking the reproductive output of a species is
much greater than this    For example  a single
large foxglove plant may produce hah0 a million
seeds each one of which is potentially capable of
giving rise to a new mdividuaL   Obviously nearly
all the progeny die before reaching maturity and
the chance of any single one surviving is very
remote
 2	Vwnabum —The individuals of any genera-
tion of human beings obviously differ from one
 another and such differences are found in other
organisms No two animals of the same species
(except perhaps for identical twins) are ex-ietly
•Hike and when a large number of individuals are
examined it is clear that they vary considerably
m structure colour activity and so on Darwin
also pointed out that generally these variat ons
were passed on from one generation to the next
for example the children of tall parents tent! to
grow tall
3 Sui Mixd of #tt, Finest —If there is an intense
struggle for existence in their natural environ
ment among individuals of a species having
different characteristics those which are beat
fitted to a given set of conditions are most
likely to survive to maturity These will repro
duce and the features which enabled them o
survive will tae passed on to their offspring This
process w liable to continue and a species -Rill be
come better adapted to its environment
i Natural Select on —Over a long period of time
the environment of a given species is never stable
but will change in various ways As it does so
the characters which best fit the individuals to the
changed environment will be selected (not
consciously of course) and the species will change
The environment may change onlr in part of the
range of the species and thus lead to divergence
and the production of a new species alongside the
old one
Darwin and Lamarck —Darwin pictured evolu
fcion as a slow continuous process with natural
selection operating on the small inheritable varia
bions found between the individuals of a species
which are undergoing intense competition This
neglects the important effect of the environment
on the growth and structure of the individual It
is obvious that external conditions will affect the
development of an organism for example the
effect of various sod conditions on the growth of a
plant or the amount of food material available to
an animal Lamarck maintained that the charac
tera acquired by an individual owing to the effect
of its environment could be passed on to its off
spring Undoubtedly characters are acquired by
the individual during its growth but in spite of
many attempts no prove otherwise no experiments
have been done which prove conclusively that
these are inherited by the offspring Thus
Lamarck s theory that evolution has occurred by
the inheritance of acauued characters is not gener
ally acceptable today
Mutation Theory—The data accumulated by
Darwin showed that the variations between indi
viduals of a species are small and graded into one
another If a particular character in a group of
individuals is measured it is found that it vanes
symmetrically about a mean or average with most
values clustered about the mean and with few
extreme ones Darwin himself was worried about
this fact because although selection over a long
period of tune might shift the position of the mean
he did not see how it could bring about the di3
continuity necessary for the establishment of a
distinct new species De Vries in his MvJLafaon
Theory published m 1901 put forward the view
thab evolution depends, not on the accumulation
of continuous minute variations but primarily
upon large discontinuous variations or mutations
The importance of such spontaneous sporbs
was considered by Darwin but he rejected the idea
because when they appear they are usually
monstrous Such individuals are less fitted
to then* environment and therefore they will not
survive to reproduce and give rise to a new species
That mutations are important factors in evolution
is undoubtedly true but modern work has shown
that the whole problem is far more complex than
either Darwin or De Vries supposed.
Mendelism.—It is remarkable that in spite of
carrying out many careful experiments on inhen
tance in plants Darwin did not discover the simple

